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Summer 2016

The UK’s first sustainability road show is back for 2016, and this time it’s
focused on the conscious consumer.
With 7 out of 10 shoppers at the Big Positive Weekend 2014 considering
social and environmental ethics to be important or very important in their
purchasing decisions, there has never been a better time to get involved in
this major engagement campaign.

The Big
Positive
Weekend
The Big Positive Weekend is
the UK’s biggest, nationwide,
consumer focused,
sustainability event. Held at
Hammerson shopping centres
across the UK, The Big
Positive Weekend celebrates
the positive things people and
brands are doing for society
and our environment.
Following the success of the
Big Positive Weekend in 2014,
the event is back for summer
2016. With footfall of over 6
million across a two-month
period, in centres including
Bullring and Cabot Circus, the
weekends promise to engage
consumers in the social and
environmental story of the
products they buy. From
ethical beauty and fashion to
sustainable technology, we’ll
be inspiring people to drive
change with consumer power.
The Big Positive
Weekend is designed to
make sustainability relevant
and accessible to the millions
of people who pass through
Hammerson shopping centres.
The 2014 event recorded over
200,000 actions and hopefully
inspired many more.
Louise Ellison
Head of Sustainability,
Hammerson

The Opportunity
The Big Positive Weekend is an interactive consumer event. With
major brand presence across nine weekends in destination shopping
centres from Southampton to Aberdeen, the event provides you
with the opportunity to engage with consumers about issues
important to them in a unique way.
It allows you to deliver your sustainability messages and introduce
ethical products and services directly to the consumer in an engaging,
themed environment designed to inspire, and at the point of purchase.

More on our audience
•

Our nine centres serve a catchment of over 13
million, spending over £40 billion a year – anything
from 22% - 44% of that spend is within our centres

•

With a pre-promotional period of in-centre
communications for each venue, six million
shoppers will be exposed to marketing collateral

•

In 2014, nearly two million attended the centres
during a Big Positive Weekend

•

An average of 74% of our footfall is made up of the
top three segments of acorn groups (groups A - J). With
a large percentage in our three target groups:

Educated urbanites, secure families and
flourishing families
•

Online we have over seven million unique visitors a
year, and 600,000 followers

We are looking for partners who are already speaking to a more
conscious consumer through products and services offering a more
ethical or sustainable choice.

The Conscious Consumer
Throughout The Big Positive Weekend 2014
we surveyed our consumers to find out the
role played by social and environmental
sustainability in their purchasing decisions.
The message was clear; environmental, and
particularly social ethics, are a significant
and growing factor in purchasing decisions.

Our Big Positive shop survey showed an increasingly ‘conscious consumer’
stated that social ethics
were ‘important’ or
‘very important’
social ethics (67%) were
only slightly less likely
to be the key factor in
purchasing than cost (81%)

67%

61%

stated that environmental
ethics were ‘important’ or
‘very important’

2x
social and environmental ethics
were twice as likely to be a key
factor than brand popularity

Results based on our interactive sustainability behaviour
survey carried out during Big Positive 2014
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Engaging the Conscious Consumer:

Edible Treats

As our headline
partner we would work
with you to take one of
our elements and extend
its reach, making it the
star of the event

Every activity idea
is flexible, to enable
us to bring your brand
messages to life, and to
tell the story of your
products and services

Our working Big Positive kitchen, where you can discover the
origins of your food and drink and get ideas for your kitchen as we
show you how to create an ethical, eco conscious place to cook.

‘I am sustainability’ photography competition

A community competition to find images that capture the great things people are
doing for society and our environment. Finalists will be displayed for each region
at the event. The winning piece will become a visual in a nationwide campaign
from Hammerson in their shopping centres.

The Ethical Catwalk

A fashion show, showcasing ethical lines, and featuring
outfits put together by young fashion designers, as they mix high street
fashion, with up cycled items and vintage. Footage from the show will be
screened during the weekend events, with designer outfits judged by our
shoppers on their look and narrative. Shoppers could be invited to talk us
through their own outfit, in an ‘as seen’ style vox pops activity.

Technology Centre

You’ll get behaviour
change campaign support,
design support and
communications support
to help make your
big positive impact

A look at the latest technology designed to help you lead a more
sustainable life. Think gadget show meets top gear. Our shoppers will
be invited to give their own live reviews of the products on display.

From the Factory Floor

A look at the makings of some of your most popular belongings,
as we explore the factory floor with an interactive display. From
innovative technology to minimise environment impacts, through
to the people making a difference on the ground when it comes
to social and environmental impacts.
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Benefits include:

the highest level of association with The Big Positive Weekend,
providing brand prominence leading up to and throughout the event.

Brand
Association
2016 Exclusive naming rights
and composite logo to be
used within all promotion
and communication related
to The Big Positive, including
branding on The Big Positive
event hub in prime retail
space; in-centre promotional
screens and posters; on and
offline marketing activities.

The consumer’s
realisation of how much
positive change you can
drive with purchasing
decisions is a defining
moment in the shift to a
more sustainable lifestyle.
The Big Positive Weekend
is designed to create
many such ‘moments of
truth’, whilst introducing
products and services that
fit the bill, in the very
environment where action
can immediately be taken.
Donna McKitterick
Coriander Cows

Consumer Engagement
Integration across all The Big
Positive Weekend materials:
•

•

In centre walkway screen
advertising two weeks
prior to and during event,
where available (valued
up to £9,000)
I n centre posters featured
across all shopping centres
two weeks prior to event

•

In centre iconic screen
advertising two weeks prior
to, and during event (valued
up to £12,000)

•

Branding on the Big Positive
event hub in prime retail
space (valued at £36,000)
and extension activities
across the Centre including
car parks

The event’s headline activity will be entirely shaped around your
brand and product/s. Your brand will also be associated with all
event activities.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Headliner interactive display and consumer activity designed to
communicate your brand and products
Data surveys will be tailored towards your
requirement/specific products
Big Positive Ambassadors to encourage consumers to engage
with your brand/products and promote your message
Behaviour change and engagement consultancy support to
build your messages into all event activities, communications
and media
QR codes located at event to direct traffic to your
CR/sustainability content
Social media integration with Hammerson, all nine shopping
centres and local community partners, with campaigns running
from May 2016 - September 2016 (over 600,000 followers)

 ngage with your audience and convey consumer messages before,
E
during and after the event:
•
•
•
•

News and event feature on each of our nine centre websites,
reaching 7 million unique users per year
Feature in E-Bulletins from each shopping centre (120,000 reach)
Quote in Press Releases sent by Hammerson, each centre
and community partners
Company Profile on The Big Positive Weekend page on each of
our nine centre websites (720,000 unique users/month)
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Further Benefits:

Showcase Impact
Access to The Big Positive Weekend data, including:
•

The opportunity to be joint partner for consumer research piece
based on survey date collected during the event

•

Path intelligence data to show number of people who have visited
the centre and the event space and their dwell time

•

Access to The Big Positive Weekend data, as collected during the event

•

A snapshot of reviews on your product/service (Facebook/Twitter)

•

Inclusion in promotional activity around event impacts: case study to
be circulated to Hammerson retail tenant, suppliers and stakeholders;
showcased on Hammersonspace.com (reaching 4,000 businesses)
and used to promote future Big Positive Weekends

•

 ccess to photos, videos and other marketing content created for
A
promotional purposes

•

Access to, and an opportunity to shape The Big Positive Weekend
impact report, including reach, engagement and activity figures

•

First right of refusal to involvement in 2017 campaign

Product
Promotion

Other opportunities available:
•

Supporting Partner

Introduce your products to an
audience engaged in the need
for sustainability:

•

Media Partner

•

Opportunity to showcase your
ethical and sustainable product
lines in the interactive display
(valued at £20,000)

•

 rime position of headline
P
branded display in nine of
the UK’s largest shopping
centres, (valued at £35,000)

•

 xclusive right to activate
E
and promote products at
each shopping centre

•

Opportunity to enhance your
product presence with store
front activation

Contact
To take up this exclusive investment opportunity or to find out more, please do not hesitate to contact:
Donna McKitterick
e. Donna.Mckitterick@hammerson.com
m. +44 (0)7786 730364

Louise Ellison
e. Louise.Ellison@hammerson.com
t. +44 (0) 20 7887 1094
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Deadline:
September 2015

BIG POSITIVE WEEKEND 2014 : THE IMPACTS
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